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Abstraci 
Yoo, H. and K. Hashiguchi, Extended automata-like regular expressions of star degree at most (2, I), 
Theoretical Computer Science 88 (1991) 351-363. 
This paper introduces the notion of the star operator of degree (2, 1) and studies the properties of 
closure of the family of finite languages under the operations union, concatenation, and the star 
operator of degree (2, 1). This closure includes properly the family of ultralinear languages, and is 
a proper subfamily of the family of context-free languages. 
1. Introduction 
This paper is a continuation of [8]. As in its predecessor, the purpose of this paper is 
to develop the ways of denoting context-free languages by expressions without 
nonterminals. In [IS], the authors introduced the notion of the star operator of degree 
two, and investigated certain properties of the class of extended regular languages 
over an alphabet C, in short, ERL(2, Z), which is the closure of the class of finite 
languages over C under the operations union, concatenation, the Kleene star, which is 
regarded as the star operator of degree one, and the star operator of degree two. This 
paper introduces the notion of the star operator of degree (2, 1). We study properties 
of the class of extended automata-like regular languages of star degree at most (2, 1) 
over an alphabet Z, in short, EARL(2, 1, C), which is the closure of the class of finite 
languages over C under the operations union, concatenation, the Kleene star, and the 
star operators of degree 2 and degree (2, 1). We also introduce the class of linearly 
nested context-free languages over Z‘, in short, LNCFL(C), and show that these two 
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classes of languages are the same. Other results are also shown such that (1) 
EARL(2, 1, C) properly includes both ERL(2, C) and the class of ultralinear lan- 
guages, and (2) the inclusion problems between EARL(2, 1, C) and the classes of 
deterministic context-free languages and unambiguous context-free languages are 
incomparable. 
This paper consists of four sections. Section 2 presents preliminaries. Section 3 
presents the proof for EARL(2, 1, C)=LNCFL(C). The final section presents certain 
elementary properties of EARL(2, 1, C) and incomparableness of inclusion problems 
between EARL(2, 1, C) and two above subfamilies of the family of context-free 
languages. 
2. Preliminaries 
C is a finite nonempty alphabet. 1” is the null word. fl is the empty set. For any 
w~C*,I(w)isthelengthofw,andwRisthereverseofw.ForLcC*,LR=(wRIwEL}. 
For any alphabets V, v’ and WE V*, I” (IV) is the set of symbols in V’ which appear in 
IV, and for any A E P’, #A ( W) is the number of occurrences of A in W. For a set B, # B 
is the cardinality of B. 
The class of extended regular expressions of star degree at most two over C, in short, 
ERE(2, C), and the class of extended regular languages of star degree at most two, in 
short, ERL(2, C), are defined as in [S]. This paper introduces the notion of the star 
operator *q(l) of degree (2, l), and the classes of extended automata-like regular 
expressions and languages as follows. 
Definition 2.1. For any n 3 1, T(C, n) and F(C, n) are defined as follows: 
(1) T(C,n)={(i,j,k)Ildi,jdn,i#jand l<k<(#C+l)‘j; 
(2) FCC, n)= { flf: T(& 4-+Cu (1.3 g> >. 
Definition2.2. For any n31 andfEF(C,n), D(f)={(i,j,k)~T(C,n)If(i,j,k)#~}. 
Definition 2.3. EARE(2, 1, C) is the class of extended automata-like regular expres- 
sions over C, in short, the class of ear expressions over C, and is defined inductively as 
follows: 
(1) 2, p), aeEARE(2, 1, C) for aEC; 
(2) If El, E,EEARE(~, 1, Z), then E,uEP, El E,, and (E~)*EEARE(~, 1, C); 
(3) If n>I, E11,...,E1,,Eol,...,Eo,,Ezl,..., &,gEARE(2, 1, C), fi, f2~F(& n) 
and D(fr)=D(.M then Vii,..., El,, EC,,,..., Eo,, Ezr,..., Ez,, fi, f2)**(l)~ 
EARE(2, 1,C); 
(4) No other expressions are in EARE(2, 1, C). 
Remark 2.4. (1) For each EEEARE(~, 1, C), unnecessary parentheses are often 
deleted. 
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(2.a) (1, A 1 (1,bl (2,b) (l,b) (1.c) 
E= -/b,(, ,a ,. \>a<\ 
(1.b) (1.a) (2,b) (1, A) 
\.a.)/ ,b, 
(1.b) (2.a) 
Fig. 2 
(2) For the purpose of clarity and simplicity, we often employ the representation as 
in Fig. 1 instead of (Err ,..., El,,, E,, ,..., Eo,, Ezl ,..., E2,,,fi, f2)**(l), wheref, andf, 
may sometimes be depicted vaguely and should be clear from the context (see 
Example 2.5 below). 
Example 2.5. E=(E., b,a, c, a, b, a, a, b,f,,f,)**‘“, n=3, Z={u, b, c}. 
1 (L2, 1) (1,2,2) (2, 1, 1) (2, 3, 1) (392, 1) (3,2,2) 
where fi (i, j, k) =f2 (i, j, k) = 9 f or any other (i, j, k)cT(C, 3). E can be depicted as in 
Fig. 2. 
Definition 2.6. For any feF(C, n) with n 3 1, and any k> 1, S(f; k) is defined by: 
S(f; k)={(ir,..., ik)l foreachj, l~jdk,(ij_,,ij,~j)~D(f)forsomer~, wherei,=l}. 
Definition 2.7. For anyfi,fiEF(C, n) with D(fi)=D(fi) and any k>l, P(fi,fi) is 
a function from S(fi, k)(=S(f,, k)) to ((Zu{~})x(C~(/l}))~ such that for any 
(i 1t...3~k)ES(fitk), P(fi,f2)(il,...,ik)=(((U,,b,),...,(Uk,bk))I for each j, l<j<k, 
UjEfi(ij-1, ij, rj) and bjEf2(ij-1, ij, Tj) for some l<rj<(#C+1)2, where iO=I). 
Definition 2.8. The language 1 E 1 represented by EEEARE(~, 1, C) is defined induc- 
tively as follows: 
(1) I,II={A}, I$/=@, and lul={u} for UEC: 
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(3) If n31, Err,..., El,, Ear,..., Eo,, Ezr,..., E,,eEARE(2, LC), fi, f2~F(& n) 
and D(fi)=D(f2), then 
I@II,..., El,,, &I,..., J&n, ELI,..., E~,,fi,fZ)**(~)l 
=I&lu u I~III’I~~IIIEzII~ 
iB1 
where 
U LI IEOik I L2 3 
(’ ., 11, yst, ,,(.,i,t ,. io.j, . . . ..jkbO 1)) 
((al,b,)....,(a~.b,))EP(f,,S,)(i,,....i,) 
For EeEARE(2, 1, C), I E I is called an extended automata-like regular language (over 
C), in short, an ear language (over C). 
Example 2.9. Let E be as in Example 2.5. Some examples of words contained in I E I 
are c, ababccbb, b’aa’baj, ab’bcajca’b and ab’ bajabcah ebb jai bak for any i, j, k, h >, 0, 
etc. 
Definition 2.10. EARL(2, 1, C) is the class of ear languages over C. 
A context-free grammar G (over C), in short, a cf grammar, is a 4-tuple (V, C, P, S), 
where V/is the finite set of variables, P is the finite set of productions, and S is the start 
symbol in V. A production of G is of the form A+ IV, where AE V and WE( Vu Z)*. 
L(G) is the context-free language, in short, the cf language, generated by G. 
Remark 2.11. When P=P,u~~~uP, and Pi={Ai+WijI I< j<ki} for l<idm, we 
often write as follows: 
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Definition 2.12. A context-free grammar G = (V, C, P, S) is a linearly nested context- 
free grammar, in short, a lncf grammar, if there exists a partition of V, 
V= I/, u ... u V,, k> 1, such that the following conditions hold: 
(1) {V,,...,V,jaretotallyordered,i.e. V1>Vz>...>Vk; 
(2) For any A+ WEP with A E Vi, 1~ i < k, one of the following holds: 
(2.1) V(W)c(A}uI/i+,uVi+~u~~~uV~and #AW<l; 
(2.2) W@PJ{i.})(~-{A})(Cu{l}). 
For any lncf grammar G, L(G) is called a linearly nested context-free language, in 
short, a lncf language. 
Definition 2.13. LNCFL(C) is the class of lncf languages over C. 
Remark 2.14. By definition it is clear that the star operator of degree two ** in [S] can 
be regarded as a special form of the star operator **(l) of degree (2, 1) introduced in 
this paper. We also recall that 1 (E)* I= l(E, I., A)** I= I(,!, 2, E)** I. Thus, the Kleene 
star in the definition of EARE(2, 1, C) can be deleted, but, for convenience of notation, 
it would be better to employ both * and **. 
3. The proof for EARL(2, 1, C) = LNCFL(C) 
The following theorem is one of the main results of this paper. 
Theorem 3.1. EARL(2, 1, Z)= LNCFL(C). 
Theorem 3.1 follows from the following two lemmas. 
Lemma 3.2. For any EE EARE(2, 1, C), I E IELNCFL(C). 
Proof. We use induction on the number of operators in E. 
Basis: IAl, I@, ~uIELNCFL(C) for aEC. 
Inductioe step: We have the following four cases. In cases (l)-(3) below, there exist 
lncf grammars G1 = ( VI, C, PI, S1 ) and Gz = ( V2, C, P2, S,) which generate I E 1 I and 
I E2 (, respectively, by induction. Moreover, we may assume that V1 n V2 =$. 
Case I: E = El u E,. Let G, and G2 be as above. The following G=( V, C, P, S) 
satisfies the condition for E: 
(1.1) V= V1u V2u{S); 
(1.2) P=P,uP2uS+SJS2. 
Case 2: E= El E2. Let G1 and Gz be as above. The following G=(V, Z, P, S) 
satisfies the condition for E: 
(2.1) V=V,uV*u{S}; 
(2.2) P=P,uP*us+s,s~. 
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E = (E I )* . Let G1 be as above. The following G = (V, C, P, S) satisfies the 
condition for E: 
(3.1) V= Vi u (S}; 
(3.2) P=P,uS+lISIS. 
B=(Bii,..., Bi,,Bol,..., Bon, &I,..., E~~,fi,fZ)**(i). Let Gii=(Vii, C, 
Pii, Sli), Goi=(I’oi, C, Poi, Soi), and Gzi=(I’zi, C, Pzi, Szi) be lncf gram- 
mars which generate 1 Eli 1, 1 Eoi 1 and I EZi 1, respectively, for 1~ i < n, where 
we may assume that the set {Vii, Voi, boil 1 <id n} is pairwise disjoint. 
The following G=( V, C, P, A,) satisfies the condition for E: 
(4.1) V= rj (VliU VC)iU V2iU{Ai)) 
( 1 
; 
i=l 
(4.2) P = P’ u 
( 
iQ (PIi UPoi UP,,)) 9 where P’ is given by 
~I+~o1I~11~1~21U~1, 
~*+s32I~12~2~22UP2, 
A-1 ~SO(n-l)lSl(n-1)An-1S2(n-1)UPn-1, 
~n/MSln4S2nUP., 
and for 1 didn 
Bi={(j, Wh(i,.Lk)#pl}, 
i 
e, if Bi=~ 
pi= Pi={Ai+f,(i,j, k)AjfZ(i,j, k)If,(i,j, k)#@} otherwise. 0 
Remark 3.3. In the above proof, it would be clear how we should partition Vand give 
the ordering to this partition in G. 
Lemma 3.4. For any LeLNCFL(C), there exists E EEARE(~, 1, C) such that 1 E I = L. 
Proof. Let LE LNCFL (C), and G = ( V, Z, P, S) be a lncf grammar which generates L. 
The proof is by induction on # V. 
Basis: # V=l. P is of the form S~u,Iu21...Iu,Ix,Sy,Ix2SylI~..)x,Sy,, where 
m, n 30 and Ui, xj, yj~C* for 1 <i< m and 1 <j< n. E in Fig. 3 satisfies the condition: 
actually, 
whereE,i=uiu... uu,forall l<i<n,_&(i,j, l)=f,(i,j, l)=Aforany(i,j, l)ET(Z,n), 
andf, (i, j, k)=f,(i, j, k)=$ for any other (i, j, k)E T(Z, n). 
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Fig. 3. 
Inductive step: Let I’= Vi u ... u Vk and V1 > V2 > ... > I’,, and let V, = {A,, ., A,}. 
We may assume that S = A 1 . 
P is of the form 
A,-+ W,Il...l ~2bIX21A2Y21I...IX2qA2Y2q~PZ, 
where Wi,,Xlj,XZjE(V2u..‘uVku~)*;for l<i<n 
and for any T + WEP’, TE V2 v ... u Vk . 
By induction, we can define E( W)EEARE(~, 1, C) for any W~(Vlu.~.uVkuC)* as 
follows: 
(1) If WEC*, then E(W)= W; 
(2) If W=X,T~X,T~...X,T,X,+, for XiEC*, l<i<~+l, and TjEV2U...UVk, 
ldjdu, then E(W)=x,E(T,)x,E(T,)...x,E(T,)x,+,, where E(q)cEARE(2, 1,C) 
and IE(Tj)I=L(V, I,P, Tj) for 1 bjbu. For each i, j, ldi, j<n with i#j, put 
B(i,j)={Ai~UAjb/U,b~CU{;l}}, and we give some total order over B(i, j). It is clear 
that # B(i, j) d ( # C + 1)2. Now for each 1 d id n, let mi be the number of productions 
of the form Ai’XijAi YijEP. Put m=m, + ... +m,. 
Now E of the form in Fig. 4 satisfies the condition: actually, 
E=(E(X,,),...,E(X,,), E(X,,),...,E(X,,),...,E(X,,),...,E(X,,), 
EoI>..., Eon,, E(Y,,),...,E(Y,,), 
E(Y,,),...,E(Y,,),...E(Y,,),...,E(Y,,),f,,f,)**“‘, 
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E(Xz1) f i 
: I 
i r; 1 
E(X,l) k i 
; ,: 
i ’ , ,’ I’ ,’ 
E(XA),-, :(W,I) U -*- U ECW,, 
E(Y,l) 
ECY,,) 
Fig. 4. 
whereforeach ldidnand l<j<mi,EO(ml+ ... +mi_l+j)=E(wil)u...uE(wi,i), 
ri is the number of productions of the form Ai + PL’ijcP with wijE(V2U...UVkUC)*, 
and fi : T(.Z, m) + C u {A, fl} and f2 : T(Z, m) + C u {I, $I?} are defined as follows: 
(1) For each 1 di<n, and 1 <j, l<mi with j#l, 
fi(m,+...+mi-,+j,ml+...+mi-,+l, 1) 
=f2(m,+~~~+mi_1+j,m,+~~~+mi_1+I, l)=A, 
and 
fi(m,+...+mi-l+j,ml+...+mi-,+l,r) 
=f2(ml+...+mi-l+j,ml+...+mi-1+1,r)=er 
for all 26r<( #C+ 1)‘; 
(2) For any l<i,j<n with i#j, any l<p<mi and any ldqdmj, 
(2.1) (fi(m,+~~~+mi~,+p,ml+ ... +mj-1 +q, V),fz(m, + ... +mi-l +p, 
ml + .‘. +mj-1 +q, r))=(C& b) 
if 1 <r< # B(i, j) and Ai ~ UAjb is the rth element of B(i, j); 
(2.2)fi(m1+...+mi-1+p,ml+~..+mj-,+q,r)=f2(m1+...+mi-1 +P, 
mI+...+mj_l+q,r)=flif #B(i,j)+lGr<(#C+1)2. 0 
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4. Other properties of EARL(2, 1, C) 
We first note the following proposition. 
Proposition 4.1. (1) EARL(2, 1, Z;) is closed under the reversal operation. 
(2) EARL(2, 1, C) is closed under the EARL(2, 1, C)-substitution. 
(3) EARL(2, 1, C) is not closed under the intersection when # Ca2. 
(4) EARL(2, 1, C) is not closed under the complement when #2>2. 
Proof. (1) and (2) are clear where EARL(2, 1, C)-substitution is a substitution 
f:Z*-+A* such that for each aEC, f(a)EEARL(2, 1, A). To prove (3), we put 
E, = (a, 2, b)** a* and E2 =a*(h, i, a)**, where C= (a, bj, and note that 
IEIlnlE,I={a b I n “an n 3 0}, which is not context-free. (4) follows from (3) and the fact 
that L,nL2=L1~~2 for any Ll,LzcC* and EARL(2, 1, Z) is closed under the 
union. q 
Remark 4.2. The intersection problem for EARL(2, 1, C) is the problem of deciding 
whether or not L1 n L2 = # for any given L, , &EEARL(~, 1, C). Then the intersection 
problem for EARL(2, 1, C) is undecidable since EARL(2, 1, Z) II ERL(2, C) and the 
intersection problem for ERL(2, C) is undecidable (see [S, Theorem 4.11). 
In the rest of the paper, we consider inclusion problems between EARL(2, 1, C) and 
other subfamilies of the family of cf languages. Let LCFL(Z) be the family of linear 
languages over C, ULCFL(C) be the family of ultralinear languages over C, DCFL(Z) 
be the family of deterministic context-free languages over .Z, and UACFL(C) be the 
family of unambiguous context-free languages over Z. Note that LCFL(C) c 
ULCFL(C). 
Let L be the cf language which is generated by the following cf grammar 
G =( V, C, P, S): V= (S}, C= {a, b} and P is S+aSSb lab. L satisfies the following 
equation: 
L=aLLbu{ab} (4.1) 
We need L to prove Theorem 4.13. From now on to the end of the proof of 
Proposition 4.12 let C= {a, b} and L be as above. 
Definition 4.3. A subset X of C + is prefix iff XC ’ nX =fl and is suffix iff 
C + X n X = $?i. X is biprefix iff it is both prefix and suffix. 
Notation. For any WEE*, )I w 1) denotes #.(w)- #b(~). 
Lemma 4.4. (1) L is biprejix; more precisely, if WE L, then #a(w) = # *(w), and any 
nonempty proper left (right) factor w’ of w satisfies 11 w’ 11 > 0 ( )/ w’ 11 < 0). 
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(2) If xgL and XVELL, then VEL. 
(3) If veL and xveLL, then XEL. 
(4) There do not exist x, zgZ* and YEC+ such that xy+z c L. 
(5) For any u, v, w, x, y~c*, if lu(x, v, y)**wl c L, then (IxIIaO and 11 y II GO. 
Proof. (1) The proof is by induction on I(w). If w = ab, then the assertion is clear. Let 
l(w)>2. By equation (4.1) w =auvb with U, VEL. Inductive arguments can be applied 
to u and v. Thus, II w II= 1 + 11 u /( + II v II - 1 = 0. Let f be a proper left factor of w. 
Iff is a left factor of au, then clearly II f II 3 1. Iff= auv’ and v’ is a left factor of v, then 
11 f II = 1 + I/ v’ II 3 1. A symmetric argument shows that II g I/ d - 1 for any proper right 
factor g of w. 
(2) and (3) are clear from (1). 
(4) Assume that there exist x, ZEC* and y~1+ such that xyfz c L. We may also 
assume that x, y and z are such that I(xyz) is the minimum. If x=/l, then yz, y2z~L, 
which is a contradiction to (1). Similarly, z # 2. Then we can write xyz = ax' yz'b. By 
equation (4.1) x’yz’~LL. We consider three cases. 
Case I: x’=xOxl and x,,, x1 yz’~L. First note that for any i> 1, x’y’z’~LL since 
ax’y’z’bEL. Since x,,EL, this implies that x1 y+z’ c L. This is a contradiction. 
Case 2: z’ = zOzl and x’yzO, z~EL. The argument is similar to Case 1. 
Case 3: y=y,y, and x’yO, y,z’~L. First note that ax’y3z’bEL and 
~‘y~z’=x’y~(y~y~)~y~z’~LL. Since x’y,,gL, (y,y,)*ylz’~L, which is a contradiction 
to (1) and ylz’~L. 
(5) Assume that lu(x, v, y)** WI c L. We put m=l(uxvyw). Assume that II x /I ~0. 
Then uxmvym WEL and II uxm I/ ~0. This is a contradiction to (1). Similarly, /I y II <O 
holds. 0 
Notation. For any EEEARE(~, 1, C), the size s(E) of E is the sum of numbers of 
occurrences of ,? and each CEC in E. For example, s(E)=9 for E in Example 2.5 (we 
do not count the number of occurrences of letters appearing in the range 
fi (i, j, k) ufi (i, j, k) for (i j, k) E TN, C)). 
For any EEEARE(~, 1, C), the set of positions P(E) of E is the set, { 1,2,. . . s(E)}. In 
the sequel we consider some fixed way in which each iEP(E) corresponds to the ith 
position in E. 
Definition 4.5. For any EeEARE(2, 1, C), the (2, 1)-star height of E, h,,,,,(E) is 
defined inductively as follows: 
(1) h~2,1)(~)=h~z,l,(a)=h,,,,,(~)=0 for =C; 
(2) h~z,1,(EluE,)=h~z,1,(ElEz)=max(h~z,,,(E,),h,,,,,(E,)} and 
h,,,,,((E)*)=h,,,,,(E); 
(3) &,@11,..., El,, Eoi,..., Eo,, Ez~,..., E~n,fi,f2)**? 
=l+max(h~2,1)(Eli),h~2,1)(Eoi),h~2,1)(E2i)I ldi<n). 
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Definition 4.6. EEEARE(~, 1, C) is a (2, l)-star expression if E is of the form 
E=(E,,,..., En,, &I,..., .%I,, &I,..., Ez~,~~,SZ)**(~). 
Definition 4.7. For any E=(E,,,..., En,, &I,...> Eo,, &I,..., &,,fi,f2)**(l)~ 
EARE(2, 1, C), the subexpression (E,, ,..., E,,) of E is called the first part of E, and 
the subexpression (E2 1 ,. . . , Ez,) of E is called the third part of E. 
Definition 4.8. For any m, n > 1, the word w,,, EC* is defined inductively as follows. 
(1) Wl,n=un+z b(abb)“(aab)“ab”+2; 
(2) For m>l, w,,,=un~1w,_1,n((uw,_,,,)“~‘u”~‘w,_,,,(w,_,,,b)“~‘b”~2)“~1. 
Lemma 4.9. For any m, n 3 1, w,. ,E L. 
Proof. We note the following derivations. 
* 
(1) S~u”+‘S(Sb)“+‘=u”+‘S(Sb)“Sb 
* 
=S-,n+l S(Sb)“(uS)“Sb”+’ 
* 
(2) S=u”+‘S(Sb)“+’ 
&an+1 ~,_~,~((uw,_,,,)“+‘u”+‘w,_,,,(w,_,,,b)”+’b”+~)”+~, 
by induction. 0 
Lemma 4.10. Let EEEARE(~, 1, C), m= h C2, ,(E) and n = s(E). Zfl E 1 c L, thenfor any 
q 2 n, the following conditions hold: 
(1) For any 1 d p 6 m, if wp& I E 1, then for any r, 1 d r 6 p, and any subexpression E’ of 
E in which w,,, is spelled, it holds that hC2, l,(E’)>r. 
(2) For any tarn+ 1, w~,~$IEI. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on m. When m = 0, (1) trivially holds, and (2) is also 
clear. Let m>O. 
(1) Let Idpdm, and assume that w,,,~[El. Consider any r, l~rbp. The 
proof is again by induction on r. When r= 1, the assertion is clear by definition 
of n, q and w,,~: here we also recall (4) in Lemma 4.4. Let r> 1. Then 
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W r,q = uq+1~,_~,q((u~,_l,q)q+1~q+1~,_l,q(~,_l,qb)qf1bq+2)q+1. Consider any 
subexpression E’ of E in which w,,~ is spelled. By induction, for any subexpression E” 
of E’ in which w, _ l,q is spelled. h(,, I) (E”) 3 Y - 1. Now we first consider the sequence of 
positive integers (il, i2 ,. . . ,i,+ I , ) where for each j, 1 <j d 4 + 1, ij is the position of E’ 
(&p(E)) which the prefix aq+’ w,_~,~(uw,_ l,q)j of w,,~ will visit when w,.,~ is spelled in 
E’. Since s(E’) < q, ijo = ij, for some j, and j, (1 <j, < j, <q + 1). Thus, ij, is in some 
(2, I)-star subexpression E,, of E with II~~,~~(E~)~~- 1. Moreover (~w,_~,~)j~-jO is 
spelled in the first part of Eel due to (5) in Lemma 4.4 since 11 (a~,_ l,q)jl-jO 11 >O. 
Similarly,somesuffix(w,_l,qb)k’~kooftheprefixuq+‘w,_l,q(uw,_l,q)qf1uq+1(w,_l,qb)q+’ 
of wr,q is spelled in the third part of some (2, 1)-star subexpression El1 of E with 
hc2, r) (El 1 ) 3 r - 1. By continuing in this fashion, we obtain a sequence of (2, 1)-star 
subexpressions of E, Eel, El,,..., EOq+l, Elq+l. This implies that hc2, ,(E’) 3 r. 
(2) Assume that t 3 m + 1. Then w,,,$I E I since, otherwise, as in (l), one could 
deduce that hc2, l,(E)3m+ 1. 0 
Proposition 4.11. LgEARL(2, 1, C). 
Proof. Assume that LeEARL(2, 1, C). Then there exists EEEARL(~, 1, C) such 
that IEI=L. Let n=s(E) and m=h,,,,,(E). By Lemma 4.10, w~+~,~$IEI, which is a 
contradiction. 0 
Proposition 4.12. &DCFL(C)nUACFL(C). 
Proof. Clearly, LEUACFL(C). The following deterministic pushdown automaton 
A accepts L: A =(Q, C, r, S, qo, ZO, F), where Q = {qo, ql, q2 } is the set of states, 
T={ZO, Zl, Z,} is the stack alphabet, qoeQ is the initial state, ZOer is the start 
symbol, F={q2} is the set of final states, and S=Q x(Cu{A})x r+Q xr*u{fl) is 
the transition function. 6 satisfies the following conditions 
(1) &I09 a, Z,)=(40, a); 
(2) d(q,, b> a)=(q,, 2); 
(3) G,, a, a)=(409 Z14; 
(4) &I,, a, Z,)=(40, Zza); 
(5) ~(41,~,Z,)=(q,,Z2); 
(6) &q,, 4 Zz ) = ho, j.1; 
(7) &I,, 1.9 Z,)=(q2, j”); 
(8) &I, c, d)=fl f or any other (q,c,d)eQx(Zu{A})xr. 
We can see that A accepts L as follows. Consider any WEL. Clearly, A accepts w if 
w = ub. Otherwise, w = uuob for some u, VEL. In this case, after A having read au, the 
stack of A consists of ZouZl with state ql. Then by h-transition, A changes its stack 
into Z0 uZ, and its state into q. . Then after A having read uuv, the stack of A consists 
of Z0 uZz with state ql. Then by A-transition, A changes its stack into Z,,u and its state 
into q,, . After having read uuvb = w and by h-transition, A empties its stack and enters 
into the final state q2. A does not accept any w $L. 0 
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The following theorem is the main theorem of this section. 
Theorem 4.13. (1) EARL(2, 1, C) properly includes LCFL(C), ULCFL(Z) and 
ERL (2, C) where # C 3 3. 
(2) For any CE{DCFL(C), UACFL(Z)}, EARL(2,1, C)-C#$ and C- 
EARL(2, 1, Z)#$$ where #C34. 
Proof. (1) In [S], it was shown that the inclusion problems between ERL(2, C) and 
ULCFL(C) are incomparable when # C> 3. (1) follows from this fact and that 
EARL(2,1, C) 1 ULCFL(C), EARL(2,1, C) 3 ERL(2,Z)and ULCFL(C) 3 LCFL(Z). 
(2) In [8], it was shown that ERL(2, C)-DCFL(C)#@ and ERL(2, C)- 
UACFL(Z)#g h w en # C34. (2) follows from this fact and the fact that 
EARL(2, 1, C) 3 ERL(2, C), along with Propositions 4.11 and 4.12. 0 
Corollary 4.14. Let L be as in Lemma 4.4. Then L$ULCFL(C). 
Remark 4.15. The following are some of the open problems about EARL(2, 1, C). 
(1) Is it decidable whether or not IEi I= IEZ 1 for E,, E,EEARE(~, 1, C) (or 
E, , E, EERE(~, C))? 
(2) Is it decidable whether or not I El is regular for EEEARE(~, 1, C) (or 
EEERE(~, Z))? 
(3) The (2, 1)-star height problems e.g. the authors’ conjecture that the (2, 1)-star 
height hierarchy is infinite. 
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